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Reckless Kelly – this high-caliber, Austin, TX-based Americana/country rock band’s name is 

as familiar to the Blue Rose Records fan base as if they had been releasing albums on the 

label for years. Musically, they are a natural fit, in December 2012 the Willy Braun-led 

quintet performed a blistering set at the Blue Rose Christmas Party and their brother band 

Micky & The Motorcars has indeed become a torch bearer for the label’s red dirt/country 

department. But Reckless Kelly have in fact only released their 2010 album Somewhere In 

Time on Blue Rose. Now their new album Long Night Moon is a new addition! 

Long Night Moon is Reckless Kelly’s tenth release since they started out in the mid-90s. 

Back then, they were an insider’s tip in the ever-lively Austin scene, releasing three early 

albums before the turn of the century. Their breakthrough came with the fantastic Under The 

Table & Above The Sun on Sugar Hill Records in 2003. Reckless Kelly had arrived on the 

modern roots music scene and seemed to provide the missing link between classic country 

rock, Poco or Nitty Gritty DirtBand style, and the singer-songwriter movement of Steve Earle 

and Buddy Miller. Wicked Twisted Road in 2005 featured more ballads with Texas & Celtic 

folk influences contrasted with hard-rocking, Southern boogie-infused numbers. Up until then 

they were five-time winners of the “Best roots & country rock band in Austin” award. In 2006 

the double live CD & DVD set Reckless Kelly Was Here was the last release in their fruitful 

Sugar Hill era. 

The band was ready to take the next step and signed with the internationally active Yep Roc 

label. Bulletproof was a polarizing album in 2008 with its Americana-friendly rock’n’roll 

attitude and the anti-war, patriotic hit “American Blood”. In 2010, Somewhere In Time was a 

concept album and an about-face in terms of style and content. After the testosterone-driven 

power roots rock-phase, the band returned to their country rock roots. All the songs were 

written by Pinto Bennett, an old friend of the Braun family. This was Blue Rose’s first effort 

to establish Reckless Kelly on this side of the Atlantic. Unfortunately, Yep Roc’s policy made 

it impossible to license the magnificent 2011 follow-up Good Luck & True Love. But our 

paths cross again and 2013 offers another opportunity for Blue Rose and Reckless Kelly to 

collaborate on an album release. 

Late Night Moon is an inspired album on all levels, conveying an overview of this excellent 

band’s range and the strengths of all their previous albums while allowing for new ground to 

be discovered. There has been a personnel change: Founding member Chris Schelske on bass 

has been replaced by Joe Miller, previously of Back Porch Mary. Willy Braun, the band’s 

charismatic frontman, songwriter, lead singer, and guitarist, and his brother Cody Braun 

(fiddle, mandolin, tenor guitar, percussion, harmony vocal) are the emotional and spiritual 

backbone of the band. Experienced drummer Jay Nazz is also a founding member, lead 

guitarist & lap steeler David Abeyta has been in the band since 2000. Prominent members of 

the Texas scene like pedal steel ace Lloyd Maines, keyboarder Bukka Allen and Jeff 

Plankenhorn of The Resentments on electric dobro guest on the album. 



Long Night Moon offers a diversified set with a clever arc of suspense derived from twang-

rocking roots’n’roll numbers, moving ballads, and casual, free-flowing backporch country 

rock. The opening title track is a slow burning song with a dramatic buildup of David 

Abeyta’s lead guitar and Cody Braun’s fiddle. “Real Cool Hand” brings their well-known 

uptempo country rock with an excellent mix of acoustic & electric guitar, strong organ and a 

great hook. It is followed by the predominantly acoustic “Irish Goodbye”, a moving ballad 

with fiddle and steel guitar. Willy Braun’s ballads are generally shrouded in melancholia, 

dealing with topics like “Lost Love”, aimlessness, saying farewell, traveling without getting 

anywhere and a unique definition of home. In “Be My Friend (In Real Life)” Braun tackles 

the topic of social networks and appreciates true friendships. This “anti-Facebook” song is a 

simmering rocker with loud drums, swinging electric guitar and storytelling verses. The 

acoustic Texas folk of “Didn’t Mean To Break Your Heart” is another song from that mold, 

gathering drive with guitar, fiddle and harmonica before David Abeyta turns up the electric 

guitar. 

„Every Step Of The Way“ and „I Can’t Stand It“ are faster songs with confident vocals, 

meaty electric guitars and a driving rhythm section. “The Only Home I’ve Ever Known” is a 

mix of Irish Waltz and honky tonk with special ingredients from Jeff Plankenhorn’s dobro, 

Cody Braun’s fiddle and David Abeyta’s nervous electric guitar licks. Strong melodies and 

harmonies dominate “The Girl I Knew”: Reckless Kelly on a Westcoast trip replete with 

jingle-jangle guitars, pedal steel and an Eagles-inspired sound. From the short intro-y and 

soundtrack-y instrumental “Long Night Moon (Reprise)” we get to “Idaho”, a monumental 

song. Despite having settled in Texas, the Braun family’s roots lie in Idaho. "And I'm on the 

road, I'm bound for home, back to what I know, back to Idaho", they sing in this beautiful 

song full of longing and yearning. 

While „Idaho“ is the regular album closer, the Blue Rose edition offers an exclusive bonus 

track for European listeners: „Any Direction From Her“ is not available anywhere else! 
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